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Executive Summary

The purpose of this report is to update the Transformation Sub−committee on recent
activity following approval being received to review Property Asset Management
practices within the Council.

In 2018/19 the Council has a cumulative property asset management savings target of
£1.274m. This is made up of a balance of savings from financial years 2016/17 and
2017/18 along with an additional target for 2018/19. Details of options to contribute to
delivery of the savings are attached at Appendix A. The aim of updating the current
Asset Management arrangements that are in place within the Council, are to assist in
meeting this target and assist in dealing with future budgetary pressures the Council
faces.

A number of activities have taken place since approval was received from the
Transformation Sub−committee in October 2017 following implementation of the new
asset management arrangements. The activities completed to date generally fall under
one or a number of the following headings, and this report provides an overview of
what has been undertaken over the last few months. Thesecomprise:−•

Condition of Properties
• Targeted Investment
• Utilisation of Properties
• Review of the Council's Non Operational Assets
• Improvement in Property Carbon Footprint
• Efficiencies driven from Asset Management
• Governance Arrangements

Planned future activities in the area of Property Asset Management using the above
broad themes is also underway, and this has also been summarised in the report.

Going forward, it is also essential that we establish a suite of corporate targets for
property in the Council, to which we can measure our baseline.
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Recommendations

It is recommended that the Transformation Sub−committee;

1. Note the contents of this report and the work that continues to be carried out in
this area;

2. Approve the suite of Corporate Targets for Property Assets detailed in
paragraphs 3.3 of this report;

3. Note the activities continuing to be progressed as detailed in Section 2 of this
report;

4. Note the establishment of a Corporate Asset Management Working Group;
5. Approve the future activities detailed in Section 3 of this report; and
6. Specifically request a report to a future meeting of this sub−committee on the

options for vacating the leased in buildings as identified in paragraph 3.1.5 of
this report.

Supporting Documents
Council business The proposal supports the Council's key business priorities as
plan to 2020 detailed in the Council Business Plan 2020.
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1. Background

Asset Management Review

Potential options to contribute to Asset Management Savings
Terms of Reference for Corporate Property Working Group

1.1 The overall aim of Asset Management is to improve the performance of our
assets through monitoring and management of condition and also optimise the
utilisation of these assets in terms of service delivery and achieving better
value. With a view to the Council achieving this, and following approval by the
Transformation Sub−committee in October 2017, Corporate Property,
Procurement and Resource Solutions have commenced the process of critically
reviewing the current Property Asset Management arrangements that currently
exist within the Council. A number of activities have been completed or are
underway and the following report provides an update on this progress along
with advice on the upcoming planned activities that will be undertaken in the
coming months.

These activities will identify where efficiencies can be made, which in turn will
assist in delivering what is a challenging savings target.



2. Recent Asset Management Activities and Achievements

2.1 What Has Been Achieved

In October 2017 the Transformation Sub−committee approved a series of
proposals to facilitate a review of the Council's Strategic Asset Management
processes. The review has commenced and a number of activities have
already realised benefits in a variety of ways, including but not limited to
improved asset performance, better governance arrangements and financial
efficiencies.

2.2 Condition of Properties

The Council has been capturing annual 'core facts" information on its properties
for a number of years. Core facts are a combination of condition, suitability and
utilisation information which informs how well the Council's property estate is
performing, whilst also allowing an assessment to be made (in conjunction with
additional operational data) on future property requirements.

Since 2012, there has been an improvement on the overall condition of the
property estate through targeted investment in revenue and capital planning.
Table 1 provides a summary of this improvement.

Table I

Properties 2012/13 2016/17
A/B 274 321
C/D 115 77
Total 389 398
*** Since 2012/13 there has been a net increase of 9 assets that have been
surveyed.

Since 2012/13 the number of properties in A/B condition has increased by 17%,
whereas the number of properties in C/D condition has reduced by 33% in the
same timeframe.

Using the core fact data we will continue to review the condition (and other core
facts) to inform future decision making around our properties.

2.3 Targeted Investment

In 2015 the way in which condition surveys were carried out within the Council
was reviewed and changed from a backlog maintenance approach to a risk
based elemental analysis model. Through making this change, it has allowed
condition survey information to be used in a more strategic way to inform and
direct future capital and revenue investment in a prioritised manner to ensure
continued service delivery.

Using the information from the new programme of condition surveys, which was
carried out over a 2 year period and completed in 2017, the capital bids for the
upcoming 5 year capital plan were developed. This has enabled an overview of
the property estate to be gathered and means that when the new capital plan
allocations are confirmed, capital spend can be prioritised based on available



resources ensuring spend is targeted at the areas requiring investment. This
should give confidence to the Council that investment is aligned with need.

The Scottish Government recently issued updated guidance on condition and
suitability assessments. Although the guidance means that the council will have
to adapt the way it currently captures condition and suitability information, the
Scottish Government model is closely aligned to the revised approach taken by
the Council in 2015 and is primarily focused on capturing additional information
rather than fundamentally altering the Council's methodology.

The review of the updated guidance is well underway and it is anticipated the
new condition survey programme will commence as planned in April 2018.

2.4 Utilisation of Properties

As highlighted in paragraph 2.2 the Council captures "core facts" data on its
property portfolio on an annual basis. In addition to condition and suitability,
information on the utilisation of the portfolio is also gathered. Using the data
obtained to inform business cases, a number of activities and projects have
been completed recently which improves how the Office Accommodation
portfolio within the Council is used.

In 2017/18 a programme was complete that saw 5 properties reviewed in
Coatbridge. From these, 3 are currently closed with 1 being demolished. The
Scottish Court Service occupies 453 Main Street with North Lanarkshire
Properties seeking to let the remainder of the building and Merrystone House is
earmarked for the nursery expansion programme.

• 195 Main Street, Coatbridge − Closed
• 124 Main Street, Coatbridge − Closed
• 122 Bank Street, Coatbridge − Demolition planned in 2018
• 453 Main Street, Coatbridge − Occupied by Scottish Court Service
• Merrystone House, Coatbridge − Currently open − Expected reallocation to

assist with Nursery expansion programme

In addition to the recently completed works, an office utilisation study is being
carried out for Motherwell offices, to ascertain how efficiently the offices are
used within that area. Further work will be carried out to review the veracity of
this study once complete.

2.5 Review of the Council's non operational assets.

The Council has significant land and property assets which are deemed asnon−operational.
A review of these assets with the purpose of identifying where

opportunities exist for their future has recently started. Due to the volume of
assets, the review will be carried out on a phased basis.

Whilst it is difficult to capture detailed cost data for all these "assets" a clearer
focus on managing these properties will assist us in a more targeted approach
to their future management.

It is anticipated that following the review the non operational assets will fall
under one of the following categories;



• Demolition
• Sale
• Auction
• To be reviewed further

As a starting point the review will concentrate on surplus assets with a structure
present. At the date of providing this report 40 assets fulfilled this criterion.
From this eleven assets have been identified, and included in Appendix A to
this report, as having potential for savings opportunities either through sale,
demolition, letting or re− allocation. In due course there will be other
classification of buildings reviewed, such as surplus land, investment property
and rents payable properties.

It is anticipated that this full review will see a reduction in non operational
properties.

2.6 Improvements in Property Carbon Footprint

In recent months the Council's Carbon Management Group has delivered on a
number of energy efficiency projects which have resulted in a reduction in
energy consumption, recurring costs and ultimately the Council's carbon
footprint.

Through spend to save initiatives and working in partnership with external
organisations for funding (SALIX) and delivery of energy efficiency projects
(NDEE Framework) it is estimated that in excess of £320k of savings have been
delivered in 2017/18. In addition, significant savings in energy costs outwith the
inherent 2018/19 asset management savings requirement have been put
forward for consideration in the 2018/19 budget deliberations.

Furthermore, as a result of the reduction in energy consumption, the Council's
Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC) Payment was reduced by £50k for
2016/17, or 5% compared to 2015/16. This was against a backdrop of
increased carbon tonnage costs of 3%. In effect whilst the CRC cost per tonne
increased our consumption of carbon was reduced.

Further work has already been programmed for 2018/19 that will build on our
recent success and this is highlighted in section 3 of this report.

2.7 Efficiencies driven from Asset Management

A recent review of where opportunities exist within the property portfolio to
assist in realising financial benefits in the short, medium and long term has
been carried out. Focus to date has been on the short term benefits, and
following a variety of initiatives a number of savings have been identified within
the property portfolio. The points listed below provide a summary of the options
being developed that will contribute to the asset management savings target
that is in place for 2018/19. The delivery of these savings may cut across more
than one financial year and discussions are on−going with Finance Services on
how to manage this.

• Vacating/executing break options and lease termination for leased in
properties occupied by Council services;

• EnergyiWater efficiency projects;
• Office rationalisation project;



• Review of non operational assets; and
• Savings realised from demolition of surplus properties.

A breakdown of the financial efficiencies targeted from the activities listed
above is shown in Appendix A.

2.8 Governance Arrangements

In addition to physical activities that have taken place recently to improve Asset
Management outcomes within the Council, a number of new or alternative
arrangements have been implemented to improve Corporate Governance
around the area of Asset Management.

Since the original outline Business Case was approved by the Transformation
Sub−Committee in February 2017 the following supplementary activities have
taken place to ensure a structured approach is implemented

• Full business case, including PID and Options Appraisal were developed
and approved at the previous meeting of this Committee.

• Report submitted to Transformation Sub−Committee in October 2017 on
new Corporate Asset Management Model.

• Regular reporting to Infrastructure Service Transformation Board.
• A newly established Council wide Corporate Asset Management Working

Group set up and met for the first time in December 2017.
• Terms of reference for the Corporate Working Group developed (See

Appendix B).

3. Future Activities in Property Asset Management

3.1 Building on recent achievements is critical to ensure that momentum is
maintained and focussed on delivering the challenging savings allocations.

In the upcoming months the key activities highlighted below will be undertaken
to consolidate the work progressing, whilst also working towards delivering an
efficient property estate.

3.2 Office Accommodation

As detailed in paragraph 2.4 the utilisation study of offices in Motherwell will be
reviewed to identify, where possible, opportunities that might exist to relocate
staff from other offices into these principal offices.

In addition, options for consideration relating to vacating leased in properties
occupied by Council services will be developed.

3.3 Corporate Property Targets / KPI's

A series of Property Targets will be issued to the Corporate Asset Management
Group for consideration at the next scheduled meeting. Feedback will be
requested on these along with additional targets that can be incorporate into a
suite of KPI's that will be monitored and reported on. The targets issued to the
Group will cover areas such as:

• 10% reduction in Energy consumption over 3 year period;
• 10% reduction in water costs over 3 year period;
• 5% reduction in overall Council footprint (m2) by 2022/23;



• 5% reduction in Property Running Costs by 2022/23; and
• Reduction in council's insurance premium through enhancement in

property arrangements by 2022/23.

3.4 Core Facts Development

In addition to the existing core facts data which is collected on condition,
utilisation and suitability, a further suite of core facts information will be
developed to further enhance the way in which property is assessed for future
need.

The additional core facts that will be developed initially are:

• Finance − Running costs per m2/ per property type; and
• Energy Performance − Consumption per m2/ per property type.

Discussions will take place with Finance colleagues on the availability of this
data.

3.5 Property Carbon Footprint

A number of energy and water efficiency initiatives are being developed and
considered for future years, which will facilitate the 10% reduction target
detailed above to be achieved. The activities currently being progressed are
listedbelow:−•

L im capital investment programme which targets capital investment on a
prioritised basis;

• Programme of Energy Audits due for completion in January 2018, with
recommendations being used to inform investment programme;

• Further external funding applications to SALIX and SEEP funds;
• Energy Awareness initiatives to Council staff to ensure good energy

housekeeping principles are adopted;
• Water efficiency programme;
• Procurement and implementation of Energy Management System; and
• Procurement and installation of Building Management Systems.

Significant savings are likely to come out of this programme stream and these
have been put forward for the 2018/19 budget over and above the asset
transformation target detailed in the executive summary section of this report.

3.6 Other Activities

Review of Leased / Rental Properties

The Council currently has a number of leased in offices occupied by Social
Work comprising:−

Building Occupier Rent
Scott House, Motherwell Social Work £277,587 pa
Brandon Parade East, Motherwell Social Work £159,540 pa
Emma Jay Road, Belishill Social Work £112,000 pa
Kings House, Wishaw Social Work £ 90,663 pa
TOTAL £639,790



We will review opportunities for vacating these properties at the earliest
opportunity. In relation to Brandon Parade East, Motherwell, the break option
has been exercised to terminate the lease in 2018 and in relation to Emma Jay
Road and Kings House, these could potentially be terminated in the next 2−3
years. This will present the Council with an opportunity to vacate these
properties in favour of council owned assets. Work has commenced to identify
where the services currently occupying the leased properties could potentially
move to.

In addition to the above properties, there are also instances where the Council
occupy other leased in buildings largely for storage and a review of these
properties shall take place.

3.7 Centralisation of Services

Following the recent Council restructure resulting in Facilities and Support
Services joining Infrastructure, which resulted in a centralised delivery model
being developed, a number of improved outputs have been delivered e.g. better
capital planning and enhanced summer programmes being developed. This
will continue to assist in better asset management planning going forward.

4. Implications

4.1 Financial Impact

The review of the non operational estate completed to date combined with the
savings in running costs following demolition of surplus assets suggests that
revenue savings from the disposal of assets could be made.

In order to release savings in some of the areas highlighted within the report,
capital investment may be required. The level of investment required is
currently being reviewed.

Work will continue to review what other options are available in terms of asset
management rationalisation going forward.

4.2 HR/Policy/Legislative Impact

There may be HR implications as a result of a number of the proposals put
forward within this report. As the recommendations are developed as part of
the Transformation Programme, HR/Policy/Legislative impacts arising directly
from these changes will have to be considered in detail. However, where there
is a significant impact that will arise from the delivery of the change agenda in
relation to Strategic Asset Management that will require early and continued
engagement with HR, employees and Trades Unions.

4.3 Environmental Impact

Effective Asset Management will achieve a sustainable property estate and
contribute to the Council's sustainability agenda. A focus on the management of
the Council's property portfolio with the opportunity to deliver a reduction in the
size of the estate will also achieve a reduction in the carbon footprint.



4.4 Risk Impact

For these proposals to be a success staff resource will require to be kept under
review.

Whilst recommendations that will realise a property portfolio which is
sustainable and in turn will generate financial savings being made, we will need
to ensure that continued support from the service's across the Council is
maintained.

5. Measures of success

5.1 Savings will be realised in rationalising the number of buildings we occupy by
reducing our property running costs through becoming more efficient which will
also secure energy savings within Council properties.

Furthermore, as the process matures and the new approach to asset
management is embedded, the number of Council properties will reduce which
will generate financial savings. Capital receipts may also be generated for
properties which are no longer required for operational purposes.

Improvement of existing core facts scores will also determine if the remaining
estate is continuing to deliver improved performance outcomes.

Head of Corporate Property, Procurement & Resource Solutions



Appendix A

Potential Options to contribute to Asset Management Savings

The following options have been identified in the table below to contribute to the
savings target of £1 .274m.

Activity Projected Anticipated Year Comments
Savings for delivery

Demolitions £10,000 2018/19 Running costs from Central
Park Depot

Review of Non £86,000 2018/19 11 Properties have been
Operational identified where if demolished
Property there could be savings

generated. The 11 properties
are:
• Coltness Community Centre
• Former Overtown PS
• Craigneuk Library
• Newmains Neighbourhood

Office
• Former Abronhill

Neighbourhood office
• Newpark Centre
• Bargeddie Hall
• Mossend Snr Citizens

Centre
• Public Toilets, 20 South

Circular
• Chilterns Home

_________________ ___________ __________________
• 47 Crosshill St, Motherwell

Energy savings £166,000 2018/19 Savings on boiler replacement,
LED lighting replacement and
Cooling Heating Plant.

Office £80,000 2018/19 Savings are running costs only
Rationalisation − and 10% discount for empty
Philip Murray rates. Full savings of £1 53k will
Road, BelIshill only be possible when property

disposed of.
Brandon Parade £229,000 2018/19 This is 9 months of the total
East, Motherwell budget as the lease expires

June 2018. This will increase to
£305,000 for future years.

Kings House, £209,000 2020/21 Lease to be extended for 2
Wishaw years so this saving won't be

realised until 2020/21.
Emma Jay Road, £199,000 2020/21 Lease has been extended for 2
Bellshill years so this saving won't be

realised until 2020/21
Scott House, £TBC 2026/27 Lease will be reviewed to
Motherwell identify opportunity to cease at

end of current term
Total £979,000



Appendix B − TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR CORPORATE PROPERTY WORKING
GROUP

1. ROLE

The Corporate Property Working Ground (the group) will play a key role in
implementing the Council's Asset Management Strategy for non−domestic
operational properties which includes schools, offices, sports facilities, cultural
facilities, halls, depots and land.

The purpose of the group is to review the utilisation of assets in terms of service
delivery and financial return, ensuring best value for all services across the
council area. To achieve this outcome it is necessary to review the current
Asset Management arrangements to deliver the Council's strategic objectives.

1.1 Reporting Line

The Group makes recommendations to the Corporate Management Team
based on an action plan created from the objectives of the Group. The
Corporate Management Team considers the action plan ensuring compliance
with strategic decisions. The Group will report through the Chairperson to the
Corporate Management Team and Committee as appropriate.

1.2 Chair

The Head of Corporate Property, Procurement and Resource Solutions will act
as the Chairperson of the Group.

1.3., Group Objectives

• Identify utilisation of current assets and areas for further review.
• Develop proposals to facilitate the rationalisation our asset base to better meet

our current and projected business needs.
• Continue to develop innovative methods of providing new facilities and only

provide these where there is a compelling business need to do so.
• Demonstrate the requirements for any future capital investment to be directed

towards meeting the above objectives.
• Ensure that there are sufficient Council assets in terms of quality, quantity and

accessibility to satisfy the current and likely future demand for Property.
• Ensure that via tactical improvements to our retained assets the current and

future investment plans are strategic and targeted towards the properties we
intend to use for the anticipated delivery of services.

• Promote partnership working with colleagues in the private and third sectors in
effective asset management.

2. Membership

2.1 Attendance

A representative from each Service and a nominated deputy will be between
CPPR and the respective Head of Service



2.2 Nominated Deputies

Group members are expected to attend Group meetings personally, nominated
deputies may also attend. Nominated deputies are expected to attend when
group members are unavoidably absent.

2.3 Guests

Other internal Officers and external parties may be invited to attend as a guest
or to provide expertise/information/support to the Group.

3. Procedures

3.1 Meeting Frequency

The group will meet quarterly.

3.2 Administration

The Chairperson will organise secretarial support. The Secretary will provide
administration and secretarial support covering agendas, minutes and
discussion papers.

The Secretary will maintain records of all minutes, decisions and actions.

3.3 Submission and Reports

Group members may make submissions to the Group. Submissions and
progress reports should reach the Secretary no later than three working days
before the meeting.

Urgent matters may be submitted later than this deadline, but only with the
approval of the Chairperson.

3.4 Agendas and Papers

Agendas will be prepared by the Secretary and distributed to Group members
with supporting papers at least three working days before each meeting.

3.5 Minutes

The Secretary will take minutes of meetings and will distribute a draft via email
within five working days of the Group meeting. Minutes will be approved by the
Group at the following meeting.

3.6 Responsibilities for Actions and Communication

Group members shall ensure that any work areas relevant to their Service are
acted upon by relevant officers.

The Chairperson shall refer to the Corporate Management Team and Group
decision or recommendation requiring approval.

3.7 Special and Out of Session Meetings



Special meetings of the Group may be called at the discretion of the
Chairperson. As far as possible, normal procedures will be followed.

Group members who raise urgent issues which require the Group to consider
papers out of session shall liaise with the Chairperson so that all other
members can be fully briefed.


